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Design of Totally Self-Checking Comparators with an
Arbitrary Number of Inputs

JOSEPH L. A. HUGHES, EDWARD J. McCLUSKEY, AND
DAVID J. LU

Abstract -Two new general designs for totally self-checking (TSC)
comparators with an arbitrary number of input vectors are presented. The
multipattern comparator combines modified TSC 2-input comparators
and a TSC two-rail checker that requires only four patterns for self-
testing. The counter-driven comparator adds circuitry to generate an
exhaustive set of test patterns. The designs are compared on the basis of
input limitations, circuit complexity, and gate delays. It is shown that TSC
comparators cannot exist under two sets of conditions associated with 1-bit
input vectors and two-level circuit realizations.

Index Terms- Comparator, equality checker, permuter, totally self-
checking, two-rail checker.

I. INTRODUCTION
This correspondence presents two new designs for totally self-

checking (TSC) comparators (equality checkers) capable of com-
paring more than two inputs. Previous TSC comparators [1] were
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limited to only two inputs. In general, the comparator inputs need
not be single bits, but may be vectors of arbitrary size. A comparator
with n input vectors of k bits each will be referred to as an n-input
k-bit comparator. The logic characteristics of the new designs are
compared and it is shown that TSC comparators with more than two
inputs cannot exist under two sets of conditions.
One application for a comparator with more than two inputs is

functional verification of devices believed to be fault free. Identical
input values are applied to many copies of the device and the device
outputs are compared to detect faults. Unlike other comparison
testing procedures, no "gold unit" (a device assumed to be fault free)
or stored test responses are needed [3]. Other applications include
system monitoring and iterative circuit testing. For example, triple
modular redundancy (TMR) provides fault masking by using a ma-
jority voter to select the "correct" output from three independent
copies of a device operating in parallel. Connecting a comparator to
the device outputs enables monitoring of how frequently the outputs
differ. Also, a design for easily testable iterative circuits has been
proposed [10] in which all of the bit slices are tested in parallel and
the outputs are compared to detect faults. A more detailed descrip-
tion of comparator applications is in [6].
A. Totally Self-Checking Comparators
A fault-free TSC comparator verifies that all of the input vectors

have the same value (a codeword or "normal" input) by producing
an output value from a specified set (a codeword output). Addi-
tionally, a TSC checker is designed to function in a predictable
manner if any of a specified set of faults occur. TSC designs are
very useful for embedded checkers, which otherwise may be diffi-
cult to test [7], [8].

Formally, a TSC checker is characterized by the following three
properties [1], [2], [4], [11]. Fault secure: if a fault from the speci-
fied fault set occurs, either the output of the checker will be the
correct value (the same as in the fault-free circuit) or the output will
not be a codeword. Self-testing: there is at least one codeword input
that will test for each fault in the specified fault set by producing a
noncode output if the fault exists. Code disjoint: the output of the
fault-free circuit will be a codeword if and only if the input is a
codeword.
A one-bit output is insufficient for a TSC circuit since a stuck-at

fault on the output resulting in the "good" output value could not be
detected. Therefore, the output of a TSC circuit is typically encoded
using a two-rail (1-out-of-2) code. This correspondence assumes
(unless otherwise stated) that the fault set of interest consists of all
single stuck-at faults.

Fig. 1 shows the basic design of a totally self-checking 2-input
k-bit comparator [1]. The two-rail checker output will be a two-rail
codeword if and only if the checker input is a two-rail codeword
(each input pair is "01" or "10"). Thus, the comparator output will
be a codeword ("01" or " 10") if and only if the two input vectors are
equal. Several implementations for the TSC two-rail checker have
been described [1], [4], [12].

II. COMPARATOR DESIGN LIMITATIONS

Unfortunately, the TSC 2-input k-bit comparator design shown
in Fig. 1 cannot be easily modified to compare three or more input
vectors. Due to the requirement that the comparator be self-testing
with only the input vectors received during normal operation, TSC
comparators cannot exist under certain sets of conditions.

A. Conditions that Preclude TSC Comparators
The simplest set of comparator inputs consists of 1-bit input

vectors. An n-input 1-bit comparator is u'sed to determine if all of the
inputs have the same value (either "0" or "1"). Theorem 1 presents
a limitation on the design of an n-input 1-bit comparator for such a
set of inputs. The more general case allows each of the inputs being
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Fig. 1. TSC 2-input k-bit comparator.

compared to be a k-bit vector. Thus, 2k codeword inputs exist.
Theorem 2 considers two-level logic realizations of the n-input
k-bit comparator, including PLA implementations.

Theorem 1: An n-input (n > 2) 1-bit comparator cannot be totally
self-checking with respect to all single stuck-at faults if 1) its inputs
consist only of the n bits to be compared; 2) its output is encoded as
a two-rail code; and 3) it is implemented as a combinational circuit of
AND, NAND, OR, or NOR gates.
Theorem 2: An n-input (n > 2) k-bit (k > 1) comparator cannot

be totally self-checking with respect to all single stuck-at faults if
1) its inputs consist only of the n k-bit vectors to be compared; 2) its
output is encoded as a two-rail code; and 3) it is implemented as a
two-level AND-OR, OR-AND, NAND-NAND, or NOR-NOR combina-
tional circuit with (optional) inverters on the inputs.

Proofs of these theorems are in [6]. In both cases, the underlying
problem is that part of the circuit does not receive enough test
vectors during normal operation to test for all single stuck-at faults.

B. Two Obvious Designs that are Not TSC
One method for comparing several k-bit vectors is to first com-

pare corresponding bits from the vectors; i.e., all copies of bit 1
would be compared in one comparator, all copies of bit 2 in a second
comparator, and so forth. The outputs of the k comparators would
then be combined to produce a final comparator output. However,
comparing corresponding bits requires n-input 1-bit comparators.
Since such comparators are not TSC, as proven in Theorem 1, the
resulting n-input k-bit comparator would not be TSC.

Fig. 2 shows another n-input k-bit comparator design that is not
TSC. The input vectors are compared in a pairwise manner using
2-input comparators and the comparator outputs (assumed to be
two-rail) are checked using a two-rail checker. Even though both the
2-input comparators and the two-rail checker may be TSC sepa-
rately (as shown previously), 'art arbitrary combination of TSC ele-
ments is not necessarily TSC [9]. For the combination to be TSC,
each element must be sufficiently exercised; i.e., it must be self-
testing with only the set of input patterns received during normal
operation of the entire circuit. If all of the 2-input comparators are
identical, their outputs will all be the same (either "01" or "10")
since all of the input vectors have the same value during normal
operation. Thus, only two input patterns ("0101 01" and
"1010... 10") will be received by the two-rail checker during
normal operation. It can be shown that the two-rail checker is not
self-testing under such conditions since it receives an insufficient
number of test vectors.

III. MULTIPATTERN COMPARATOR
The comparator of Fig. 2 is not totally self-checking since the

two-rail checker receives an insufficient number of input patterns to
be self-testing. If the 2-input comparators are not identical, but have
different input-output relations, then the number of pattems re-
ceived by the two-rail checker can be increased. If 2-input two-rail
checkers are combined in a tree structure to create a checker with
more than two inputs, the resulting checker can be tested with only
four input patterns [ 1 ]. Since the input vectors must have at least two
bits (required by Theorem 1), at least four input pattems will be
available during normal operation. By using this special form of
the two-rail checker and modified 2-input comparators (called
comparator/converters) to generate these test patterns, a TSC
comparator with an arbitrary number of inputs can be designed.
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k

k
0

<In-1 >

<In>
k

-- <Z>
CHECKER

C = 2-input, k-bit
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Fig. 2. n-input k-bit comparator structure (not TSC).
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The procedure for designing a TSC n-input k-bit multipattern
comparator consists of two major steps. First, a two-rail checker
tree of the proper size is constructed and the input patterns needed
to test the checker are determined. Second, comparator/converters
to generate the test patterns are designed. In order to illustrate the
procedure, a design example is given. The example is a 10-input
3-bit comparator. (Similar procedures can be used to design a
multipattern comparator of arbitrary size.) Five TSC 2-input
3-bit comparator/converters will be used for the initial pairwise
comparison of the input vectors. A TSC 5-input two-rail checker
will be used to combine the outputs of the comparator/converters to
produce the final two-rail comparator oiutput. It will be assumed
that the input vectors receive all eight possible values during
normal operation. Fig. 3 shows the structure of the TSC 10-input
3-bit comparator.

A. TSC Two-Rail Checker
For a 2-input two-rail checker, all four possible input pattems

("0101," "0110," "1001," and "1010") must be applied to com-
pletely test it for single stuck-at faults. Anderson's procedure for
determining the four test patterns needed to test a tree of such
checkers [1] is based on three sequences of test patterns (called AO,
Al, and A2). These sequences are constructed such that, if two of
the sequences are applied to the inputs of a 2-input two-rail checker,
the third sequence will appear at the checker output. (The term
"sequence" is used to denote the correspondence among the ele-
ments in AO, Al, and A2. Since the checker circuit is combinational,
the actual order in which the four test patterns are applied is irrele-
vant.) Fig. 4 shows the TSC 2-input two-rail checker circuit and an
example of the application of the test patterns.

For the design example, a 5-input two-rail checker can be con-
structed as the tree of four 2-input 'two-rail checkers shown in
Fig. 5. To determine the test patterns needed for the checker, the
output of the two-rail checker tree is labeled as AO. (The choice of
AO, A1, or A2 is arbitrary.) Working towards the checker inputs and
using the notation of the test pattern sequences, the inputs and
output of each 2-input checker are labeled. When finished, each
two-rail checker input is labeled with the test pattern sequence that
must be applied at that input in order to completely test the checker
with only four input patterns.
An alternate procedure for designing the two-rail checker tree is

given in [7]. The procedure is more complicated than the one used
in this section since it allows specification of the set of input patterns
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Fig. 5. TSC two-rail checker tree for design example.

that must be used to generate the tests. Although useful for more
general cases, this capability is not needed for designing the multi-
pattern comparator since the comparator/converters can generate
any needed input pattern.

Other two-rail checker implementations also are possible. How-
ever, they require more input patterns for self-testing. TSC two-rail
checkers with more than two inputs may be implemented as a two-
level AND-OR (or equivalent) network similar in structure to the
2-input checker [1], [4]. PLA implementations of TSC two-rail
checkers also have been described [12]. To completely test aj-input
checker implemented in this manner requires all 2J possible
codeword input patterns since each AND gate (PLA product line) is
selected by only one codeword input.

B. TSC 2-Input Comparator/Converters
Since three test pattern sequences are needed to test the two-rail

checker tree; three versions of the comparator/converter are needed.
These modified comparators will be called CO, Cl, and C2 (corre-
sponding to test sequences AO, Al, and A2, respectively). Table I
summarizes the CO, Cl, and C2 input-output relations for the
2-input 3-bit comparator/converters used in the design example.
Mapping CO corresponds to the input-output relation of the standard
TSC 2-input comparator (shown in Fig. 1). Cl and C2 values are
chosen so that each row in the table corresponds to one of the four
test patterns in the test sequences.

It should be noted that each of the four test patterns appears twice
in Table I. Since it is asstimed that all possible codeword inputs
occur during normal operation, the only requirement is that each test
pattern be assigned to at least one codeword input. However, since
the irput value generating a specific test pattern may occur infre-
quently, it is desirable to repeat the test patterns for other codeword
inputs.
The CO mapping is referred to as a "parity mapping" since the

value of the comparator output ("01" or "10") is determined by the
parity of the input vector. The parity mapping CO (and the com-
plementary assignment of output values) is the ,only one that can be
implemented as a TSC two-level AND-OR circuit [9]. The other
comparator/converter input-output relations can be implemented as
a TSC four-level circuit (with inverters on one input vector) [9].
The procedure for designing the TSC 2-input comparator/

converters for the Cl and C2 input-output nmappings is based on the
technique described in [9]. The codeword inputs are partitioned into
four classes (A', A", B', and B") based on the desired output value
and the corresponding output value in the standard parity mapping.
Table II defines each of these classes.

TABLE I
COMPARATOR/CONVERTER INPUT-OUTPUT RELATIONS

MAPPING
INPUT CO C1 C2

000 10 01 10
001 01 01 01
010 01 10 10
011 10 10 01
100 01 01 01
101 10 01 10
110 10 10 01
111 01 10 10

TABLE II
COMPARATOR/CONVERTER INPUT VALUE PARTITIONING

OUTPUT VALUE
CLASS DESIRED PARITY

MAPPING MAPPING

A' 10 10

A" 10 01

B' 01 10

B" 01 01

A two-level AND-OR circuit, functioning as a l-out-of-2k decoder
and a 1-out-of-2k to two-rail encoder, maps the codeword input
values in classes A', A", B', and B" to output values "0101," "1010,"
"0110," and "1001," respectively. These outputs are then connected
to a standard 2-input two-rail checker where "0101" and "1010"
are mapped to "10" and "0110" and "1001" are mapped to "01."
Fig. 6 shows the circuit implementing the 2-input 3-bit comparator/
converter with the C1 mapping for the design example. The specific
mapping implemented by a comparator/converter is determined
by the connections between the l-out-of-2k decoder and the
l-out-of-2k to two-rail encoder; the Cl and C2 circuits are otherwise
identical. A standard 2-input comparator is used to implement the
CO mapping.
The TSC 10-input 3-bit multipattern comparator requires four

2-input two-rail checkers and five comparator/converters (one CO
mapping, two C1 mappings, and two C2 mappings). By connecting
the comparator/converters to-the correspondingly labeled inputs of
the two-rail checker in Fig. 5, the desired TSC multipattern com-
parator is obtained. Since the standard 2-input comparator used for
the CO mapping is less complex than the Cl and C2 mapping
comparator/converters, it is desirable to maximize the number of
times it is used. An alternative (and equally correct) labeling of the
two-rail checker tree in Fig. 5 yields a comparator design requiting
three CO and two Cl mappings.

IV. COUNTER-DRIVEN COMPARATOR
The TSC counter-driven comparator is a modified version of the

pairwise comparator shown in Fig. 2. Identical TSC 2-input k-bit
comparators are used for pairwise comparison of the input vectors.
At additional TSC element, called a permuter, combines counter-
generated input patterns and the two patterns received from the
2-input k-bit comparator outputs during normal circuit operation.
The permuter generates all possible codeword inputs to the
two-rail checker, thus ensuring that the two-rail checker will be
self-testing regardless of implementation. Fig. 7 shows the TSC
counter-driven n-input k-bit comparator design. Fig. 8 shows the
permuter design. The (C) and (C") inputs to the permuter are identical
(j-l)-bit vectors obtained from the counter outputs.
The counter-driven comparator is described in detail in [5], [6].

These papers present proofs of the TSC properties of the compara-
tor. Modified designs for 1-bit input vectors and internally clocked,
permuters also are included.

V. DESIGN COMPARISONS
This correspondence has presented two new designs for totally

self-checking n-input k-bit comparators. For two input vectors, both
designs are equivalent to the standard TSC 2-input comparator de-
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constructed as a tree of 2-input checkers so that it is self-testing
with only four patterns. Thus, the two-rail checker cannot be
implemented with a PLA. However, the initial AND-OR logic of the
comparator/converter is suitable for PLA implementation in a
manner similar to [12].

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Designs for totally self-checking comparators (equality checkers)

with two input vectors have been described previously [1]. This
correspondence has shown that such designs cannot be extended to an
arbitrary number of input vectors without a loss of TSC properties. It
also has been shown that totally self-checking comparators cannot
exist under two sets of conditions associated with n-input 1-bit
comparators and two-level combinational logic realizations of n-input
k-bit comparators.
Two new general designs have been shown for TSC n-input k-bit

comparators. The multipattern comparator combines a two-rail
checker that is self-testing with only four input patterns with 2-input
comparator/converters. The counter-driven comparator uses addi-
tional circuit inputs and logic elements to explicitly generate the test
patterns needed to make the comparator totally self-checking. This
design, unlike the first design, is compatible with PLA imple-
mentations of the two-rail checker and can be used with 1-bit input
vectors. The differing logic characteristics allow the choice of an
appropriate comparator design based on tradeoffs between logic
regularity (for example, PLA implementation), logic complexity,
and speed requirements.
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sign [1]. The counter-driven comparator is the only design that can
compare three or more 1-bit input vectors. Both the multipattern and
counter-driven comparator designs can be used for comparing three
or more input vectors of at least two bits each. Depending upon the
application, other comparator properties may be important in decid-
ing which design should be used. Fig. 9 shows how the logic com-
plexity (number of logic gates) and gate delays (minimum length of
the longest path) vary as a function of the number of (8-bit) input
vectors. These comparisons should be considered only as an indi-
cation of the relative complexity and delays of the different com-
parator designs.
A VLSI implementation generally would not use individual logic

gates, but a more regular logic structure (such as a PLA). The
counter-driven comparator is very appropriate for VLSI since the
permuter is a regular structure and the two-rail checker and
the 2-input comparators are suitable for PLA implementation [12].
By contrast, the multipattern comparator cannot be adapted as
easily for VLSI. The design requires that the two-rail checker be
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A Performability Solution Method for Degradable
Nonrepairable Systems

DAVID G. FURCHTGOTT AND JOHN F. MEYER

Abstract -An algorithm is developed for solving a broad class of per-
formability models wherein system performance is identified with
"reward." More precisely, for a system S and a utilization period T, the
performance variable of the model is the reward derived from using S
during T. The state behavior of S is represented by a finite-state stochastic
process (the base model); reward is determined by reward rates associated
with the states of the base model. Restrictions on the base model assume
that the system in question is not repaired during utilization. It is
also assumed that the corresponding reward model is a nonrecoverable
process in the sense that a future state (reward rate) of the model cannot
be greater than the present state. For this model class, we obtain a general
method for determining the probability distribution function of the
performance (reward) variable and, hence the performability of the cor-
responding system. Moreover, this is done for bounded utilization periods.
The result is an integral expression which can be solved either analytically
or numerically.

Index Terms -Degradable performance, fault tolerance, perform-
ability evaluation, performance evaluation, reliability evaluation,
reward models.

I. INTRODUCTION
Much of the recent work in analytical evaluation of degradable

fault-tolerant computing systems has concerned the evaluation of
the total "benefit" derived from the computing system during some
specified interval of time. In these studies, a variety of concepts and
terminology has been used to formalize benefit, including "work"
[1], "capacity" [2]-[61, "reward" [7], and "performance" [8]-[14].
Other studies have concerned the evaluation of "cost" in conjunction
with the evaluation of some form of benefit [15]-[20]. Much of this
work [31-[7], [9], [13], [15]-[19] has considered systems in steady
state which are utilized over an unbounded period of time; repair of
components is allowed (indeed, required) and the evaluated quan-
tity is the expected rate at which benefit is derived under steady-state
conditions. However, in many applications of degradable systems,
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particularly real-time applications, the user is concerned with how
a system performs during periods of use when repair (via external
mechanisms) is either impossible or impractical. In such cases, the
utilization period is bounded, e.g., the bounded period of time
between successive instances of scheduled periodic maintenance.
Accordingly, evaluation of benefit under these conditions calls for
transient solution techniques. Moreover, in many such applications,
the user is interested in how benefit is distributed probabilistically,
i.e., the probability distribution function of the benefit variable.
This further complicates the evaluation process as compared, say,
with the evaluation of expected benefit.

Relatively little work has been done on obtaining transient solu-
tions of the probability distribution function (PDF) of a variable
(performance, reward, etc.) representing the benefit derived from
using a system during a bounded period of time. In the context of
reward models, Cherkesov [21] presents an elegant solution for
the probability of accumulating a minimum reward during a finite
interval when the underlying process is semi-Markov. The length of
the interval can itself be random. However, the solution is in terms
of a system of equations of two-dimensional Laplace-Carson trans-
forms (see p. 39 of [22] for a description of this transform). Solving
and inverting these equations is intractable except in the simplest
of cases. Instead, Cherkesov employs the transforms to obtain
expected values. This work is mainly of theoretical interest.
An alternative approach is that used in [10], [12] to solve per-

formability, once the performance rates are obtained for each
structure state. This earlier work, however, does not suggest
specific techniques for implementing the prescribed steps. The
latter is the subject of the discussion that follows.

II. THE MODEL
Comforming with terminology used in some of our earlier studies

[10], [12], [23]-[25], we view system "performance" as a relatively
general concept which includes various types of benefit as possible
specializations. Formally, the performance of a system S over a
specified time period T is a random variable Y taking values in a
set A. Elements of A are accomplishment levels representing how
well S performs during T. Relative to a designated performance
variable Y, performability is the probability measure p induced
by Y where, for any measurable set B of accomplishment levels
(B C A), p(B) is the probability that S performs at a level in B.
Evaluation of performability thus requires solution of the proba-
bility distribution function of Y. This solution is based on an
underlying stochastic process X, called the base model (of S), which
represents the dynamics of the system' s structure, internal state, and
environment during utilization. X together with Y is aperformability
model (of S).

In the discussion that follows, we consider a general class of
performability models wherein a fixed "reward rate" is associated
with each "structure state" of th'e system. Changes in structure state
are typically due to faults or to structural reconfigurations associ-
ated with fault recovery. A reward rate can generally be interpreted
as the rate (in a designated structure state) at which the system
rewards or benefits its user. Typically, such rates can be obtained
via analysis or measurement of how well the system performs in
each structure state, assuming the system remains in that state
throughout utilization (see [10], [12], for example, where such
rates were obtained via conventional queueing model analysis).
More formally, let XT be the random variable denoting the struc-

ture state of the system at time T, where we assume that the number
of structure states is finite, i.e., XT E Q = {qN, qN-_, * , qo4 Ac-
cordingly, the base model of the system is the stochastic process

X = {X,IT E[0, ac)}. (1)

Suppose further that each qi E Q has an associated reward rate ri
(a nonnegative real number). Then the function
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